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Police won’t
tell CM about
their postings
Say LG Is Kept In The Loop
Neeraj.Chauhan
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejriwal’s attempt
to have a say in Delhi Police
matters seems to have failed
with the police virtually refusing to share with him decisions related to transfers and
postings.
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TUG OF WAR: B S Bassi

A senior official, on condition of anonymity, said, “We
have written to the chief secretary of Delhi government informing that transfers and
postings are done according to
the guidelines issued by the
court and our standing order
(number 289).”
Kejriwal had written to
Delhi Police commissioner B S
Bassi last month raising several issues related to policing.
Citing the President’s order of
September 24,1998, Kejriwal
had demanded that a copy of
the transfer and posting policy
of Delhi Police be marked to
his office, other than a list of

officers serving in their present
posts despite having completed
their tenures, and the names of
all SHOs and traffic inspectors
together with the dates they
joined their current posts.
“The lieutenant governor is
in the know of transfers/postings. We (Delhi Police) are not
bound to inform the CM’s office
about transfers and postings,”
said the officer.
Kejriwal had also demanded a list of dark spots in the city
and accused the police of not
doing its duty, saying ‘complaints’ were received regularly about non-registration of
FIRs and non-accessibility of
beat constables. He also sought
to install CCTV cameras inside
police stations.
Delhi Police sent a detailed
reply on the CM’s three demands last week.
The police have bombarded
the Delhi CM with hundreds of
pages giving facts and figures
on the demands raised by him
including details of dark spots,
which police claim are shared
on daily basis with the government and civic agencies.
Senior officials said Delhi
government and agencies like
municipal corporations, PWD
(which comes under Kejriwal)
and others are apprised regularly about dark spots with requests to properly illuminate
those stretches but nothing
happened on the ground.
There are over 1,500 dark
spots in Delhi and the figure
keeps changing regularly.

Vehicle ban: Centre
to oppose it today
Dipak.Dash@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Supported by the
findings of a recent set of air
pollution studies and analysis
done by IIT-Delhi, Centre is
set to put a strong case against
the ban on 10 years old vehicles
when it submits its stand before National Green Tribunal
on Monday. The findings
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concluded
that
banning
such vehicles may result only
1% reduction in the atmo-

spheric PM2.5 pollution.
Sources said the response
of Centre would mention the
findings while submitting that
there is a need to have a comprehensive approach to reduce
air pollution in Delhi and its
surrounding areas. The findings of these studies have reiterated earlier studies of how
transport sector contributes to
about 18%-20% of total air pollution in the national capital.
PM2.5 has been found to
have potential health effects
leading to cardiovascular diseases, lung cancer and respiratory infections. According to
report, air samples were collected from Mathura Road in
2014 where average traffic flow
is about 1.70 lakh vehicles per
day and has substantial share
of commercial traffic.
In order to understand the
relative contribution of different species, mass closure was
attempted for PM 2.5 mass
with seven key components including wood smoke, traffic
and other organic matter
(OM), secondary aerosol and
mineral dust/ soil. It found
that vehicles contribute about
18.7% and 16.2% PM2.5 pollution in summer and winter respectively. It said PM2.5 sources other than transport are
also significant.
The report also mentions
how comparison of PM2.5 pollution on Sundays and weekdays showed that PM2.5 pollution is 6-7% lower than on
Sundays than weekdays during morning hours. The difference is up to 13% in 2014 from 7
am to 8 am. However, for many
parts of the day the PM2.5 levels are greater on weekdays, it
also observed.

Let caged birds fly,
live with dignity: HC
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

New Delhi: The Delhi high
court has come to the rescue of
caged birds meant for sale,
saying they too have a “right
to live with dignity” and fly in
the sky without being subjected to cruelty.
Justice Manmohan Singh
said trading in caged birds is a
“violation of their rights” and
expressed anguish that birds
are exported illegally without
proper food, water or medical

NDMC to digitize
records of street
vendors : The New Delhi
Municipal Council is in
the process of digitizing
the records of licensed
street vendors in areas
under its jurisdiction and
is planning to issue them
smart cards soon for
easy verification. PTI

aid. “All birds have a fundamental right to fly in the sky
and humans have no right to
keep them in cages for business or otherwise,” the judge
said, issuing notice to Delhi
Police on a plea by an NGO.
The court notice came
while staying a trial court’s direction to hand over birds
freed during a raid to one Md
Mohazzim. HC has also asked
Mohazzim to reply by May 28
why he should be given back
the birds.

RSS slams CM’s
anti-media circular
New Delhi: The Kejriwal government’s controversial defamation circular against the media
came under fresh attack on Sunday with an article in RSS mouthpiece ‘Organiser’ calling it
“draconian” and an attempt to take away the
freedom of speech and expression.
The article titled ‘Draconian Circular’, written by a Supreme Court advocate, said, “The circular issued by Arvind Kejriwal against media
is an attempt to take away the freedom of speech
and expression. Though the SC stayed the circular, Kejriwal’s intention to use and then abuse
media needs to be interrogated.” TNN
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